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Abstract  

American Congressional Campaigns are complex and, when there are two viable 

candidates, very competitive in nature. Overall, incumbents are generally favored by voters. 

Name recognition and sometimes direct familiarity with the incumbent cause most voters to be 

naturally more inclined, at least in the beginning of a race, to reelect their sitting Congressman. 

Donors of all persuasions, especially “investors”, greatly favor donating to winning campaigns. 

The effect of this is that a perceived winner’s chance of winning is amplified, and a perceived 

loser’s chance of losing is equally amplified, diminishing greatly the number of marginal seats. 

  Finance is an important element to any campaign, however once a campaign is perceived 

as competitive it becomes less relevant and clever strategy, a strong candidate, and a judicious 

use of all available resources becomes significantly more important. In competitive incumbent 

races there is almost no correlation between finance and success, and in open seat races there is 

only a small such correlation. In such cases when a positive correlation exists it seems unlikely 

that this is purely finance causing the campaign to win, but that other elements cause both the 

greater level of finance and the success. 
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I. Introduction 

 Since the ratification of its Constitution more than two centuries ago, the United States 

Congress has been the supreme law making body in America. The Congress has grown with the 

nation, and as the American population has gone from a little over three million to now more 

than 300 million, the Congress has gone from an initial size of 65 Representatives and 26 

Senators to the current number of 435 Representatives and 100 Senators. The United States 

Federal Budget that the Congress drafts annually has increased in size at an even higher velocity. 

Unadjusted for inflation, the Federal budget has grown from less than a hundred million dollars, 

smaller than any European power at the time of the Revolution, to now over three trillion dollars. 

This translates into the U.S. Government spending roughly 5% of the entire global aggregate 

gross domestic product (GDP) each year, and is easily largest corporate entity in the history of 

world in terms of gross revenue and expenditures. 

 Thus, as the nation and its aggregate political and economic power have grown, so 

naturally has the level of competition for the 535 available congressional seats. A modern 

competitive congressional race can cost more than a million dollars for each major player, and 

indeed often the strength of a candidate can be judged principally by relatively how much money 

he is able to raise, a trait that is usually confirmed, but on occasion overruled, at the end by the 

results of the election. During the 20th century campaign organization and campaign finance each 

became industries in themselves, industries that are today closely monitored by the Federal 

Election Commission. Regardless of regulation though, congressional races today are aptly 

described as somewhat cutthroat and ruthless in nature. All congressional elections are played on 

a winner-take-all basis, where the loser loses not only the race but often the support and channels 

of finance that had been theirs. While the goal for each campaign is relatively simple and always 
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the same: earn 50% + 1 of the votes in your respective district, the execution thereof is seldom 

simple and the strategy employed varies radically from one situation to the next. The plethora of 

variables that exist in any congressional campaign is what causes such complexity and an 

effective career politician must remain constantly vigilant in order to main their seat. 

 Famed politician and Speaker of the House from 1977 to 1987, Thomas “Tip” O’Neill 

defined the four core elements of any congressional campaign as the candidate, the issues, the 

organization and finally, the money. The common wisdom he stated, is that without the latter 

option, you can simply forget about the other three – and any chance of winning (Kenski).  

While a catchy saying with, at the minimum, an element of truth to it, the question it leads to is, 

does finance really trump the other elements of a campaign? For surely the question is not if 

finance is a necessary component of any congressional campaign, it most definitely is, but how 

relatively important is finance to the success of a campaign? Is it possible to beat a relatively 

highly financed opponent on a lean budget? How much do components like the local and 

national issues, the character and personality of a candidate and the neighborhood by 

neighborhood grassroots political activism really matter in a financially-disproportionate 

election? Can financial advantages ever be overcome? And finally, perhaps most importantly, 

does additional finance cause more votes, or is the level of finance simply another reflection of 

the strengths of a candidate, strengths which also cause them to gain more votes? 

In reality, as this exploration of campaign finance will demonstrate, finance is actually 

not always the primary cause of a candidate’s electoral victory or defeat. The importance of 

finance varies from campaign to campaign: when there is an incumbent in the race, the 

challenger must be able to raise comparable amounts of funds before they have a significant 

chance of winning. In the absence of an incumbent, there is a positive correlation between 
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money and success, but it is questionable if this means that the extra money caused the success. 

The level of finance in a given campaign is frequently due to the other strengths of a candidate 

and the campaign itself. Therefore, any correlation between financial advantage and success does 

not imply that there is necessarily a strong element of causation between the two elements. 

Finance does not always buy votes but rather a candidate’s positive attributes and situation lead 

to favorable amounts of both votes and financial resources. The opposite is true as well: when a 

candidate has little chance of victory, then few financial resources flow in. This is largely due to 

the fact that a significant percentage of campaign donors donate their money based on the 

perception of a candidate’s chance of victory, very few wish to donate to a losing campaign, a 

fact that has the effect of amplifying a candidate’s initial chance of winning or losing. 

Thus, in modern American politics, perception of victory often drives a real victory. 

Because of this, campaign finance for an individual candidate is an effect of that candidate’s 

reputation, position on the issues relative to the beliefs of his constituency, the registration 

advantage or disadvantage his party has in the district, and a host of other variables and 

resources. Through the exploration of campaign fundamentals and various historical races this 

study demonstrates the unique relationship between finance and electoral success. Additionally 

shown is that it is not just the level of total financial level of expenditures that matter, but how 

efficiently they are allocated in strategic advertising which translate into votes. Also important is 

the fact that campaigns generally exhibit significant diminishing marginal returns to finance, and 

thus, as will be shown, it is difficult as a candidate to fundraise your way to victory. Most 

competitive house races where an incumbent is facing a challenger often reach a certain 

saturation point, where additional dollars seem to add little towards the campaign, and it 
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becomes more of a referendum on the incumbent and his party than about maximizing 

advertising dollars. 

It is important to note that this study focuses solely on the financing of campaigns for the 

House of Representatives, commonly referred to simply as congressional races. Therefore, to 

avoid confusion it is important to note that there are significant differences between 

congressional races and senatorial races and, to an even greater extreme, presidential races. The 

conclusions drawn here do not equally apply to presidential campaigns due to the vast 

differences in the nature of campaigning and marketing for the two types of campaigns. 

Presidential races differ not only in the obvious factors of scale and framework, but they also 

differ in that presidential campaigns receive generous amounts of free media attention, 

something that a typical congressional challenger has to mostly do without. Media, the primary 

means of communication for a campaign, must be bought on the congressional level instead of 

received at least partially for free as is the case with any significant presidential candidate. 

 With that caveat established, there are a number of congressional campaign concepts and 

principles that make up the core of the strategic thinking for participants in congressional races. 

These concepts must be fully examined individually before they are cohesively interknitted into 

the campaign framework that finance plays a unique role in.  
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II. Abstract Resources 

One of the most fundamental concepts in understanding congressional elections is the 

diversity of resources and their convertible and interchangeable nature. Finance is not the only 

resource a campaign has, and in fact should be viewed as a subset of campaign resources, which 

is somewhat of an abstract concept. As Professor David Parker of Montana State University 

explains, a plethora of things can be thought of as campaign resources. Everything from the 

expertise of the candidate and his staff, to the candidate quality (judged in a variety of ways), to 

the number and quality of volunteers, to political capital the candidate has with local donors can 

and should be considered resources (Parker 30). 

Many of these resources are interchangeable. Money can always hire more labor, but if 

the campaign has sufficient volunteers, then that money can instead be spent on television ads 

and mailers sent to the voting population. Volunteers can also be used to go raise more money, 

thus making the two goods almost entirely exchangeable, albeit with a noticeable loss of 

effectiveness in either direction. Additionally, if a candidate is popular and has been supporting 

positions and issue viewpoints that is favored by most of his constituency, than this goodwill 

reputation is in essence a resource that can be transferred into fundraising; in this fashion 

incumbency in itself is extremely valuable and the most importance resource a candidate can 

have (Parker 32). 

Time in itself is a resource. A representative that spends a great deal of time in his district 

meeting with his constituents and attending local events will generally have a more solid base of 

supporters from which to recruit volunteers and donors. How long a candidate has spent in the 

region is another asset: a candidate that has a long history in the community will generally know 

hundreds or thousands of his potential voters on a personal level, making it even easier to call on 
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personal favors. This resource can be assigned a cash value, such as the maximum potential a 

candidate could raise and how many other resources would have to be spent in order to obtain 

this.  

Dr. Gary C. Jacobson of the University of San Diego describes each congressional 

district as a “unique electoral arena”. The constituency and nature of the district explain the 

various used and potential resources a campaign can attempt to capitalize on (Jacobson-2001 21). 

It is difficult to systematically categorize all the potential resources for various campaigns; the 

key point here is simply that there are many types of resources and that they are fluid in nature. 

Furthermore, the ideal candidate will try to take advantage of every possible resource he can. 
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III. Incumbency and Career Orientation 

 One of the most importance resources a candidate can possess is incumbency and the 

positive reputation and benefits that usually come with it. Every two years the 435 House seats 

come up for reelection, but despite the great number of races, few are generally open competitive 

races due to entrenched incumbents. Races can be classified into three general categories related 

to incumbency. The vast majority of races are very noncompetitive: an incumbent currently 

serves that seat, is up for reelection, and, liked by his constituents, has a very low chance of 

losing. Generally the incumbent has this advantage either because his party dominates the 

registration of the district or because he has worked hard to satisfy the constituents in the district 

during his previous terms. Many of these races are completely uncontested: due to perception of 

the incumbent winning, no one will invest the time and resources to challenge him because the 

chance of losing is so low. The rest of the races that are contested are usually done so by 

candidates who knowingly or occasionally unknowingly have almost zero probability of 

winning. 

The second most common category are the competitive challenger races, where an 

incumbent faces off against a challenger that has a significant chance of winning, at least above a 

percentage point (Jacobson-2001 41). Generally this demonstrates that an incumbent is weak, 

due potentially to the demographics of the district, scandal, an unpopular voting record, or a 

national shift of sentiment against his party, such as with Republicans in 2006. The challengers 

here know that victory is possible, but, because the incumbents are defending their career, 

challengers know that the incumbent will always put up a tough fight. Races classified as 

competitive are generally where polling shows that the challenger is at least within striking 

distance of winning the election. While it is hard to define an exact point when a race is 
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“competitive”, a commonly used measure is when the final vote for the victor is less than 10% 

greater than the votes the losing campaign receives. Even with a margin this close, most of these 

races are usually won by the incumbent. It is important to note as well that many races can be 

classified as semi-competitive, in a gray area between competitive and noncompetitive, 

nonetheless 10% serves as the prime dividing line. 

The third category of races is those races where there is no incumbent. The lack of an 

incumbent could be due to a resignation, retirement, or perhaps the district was recently created 

in the state due to the reallocation of congressional seats after a census. For whatever reason it’s 

empty, an open seat race is more likely to be competitive than an incumbent versus challenger 

race due to the increased probability of victory for either parties’ candidate. Because of this, 

open seat races will often see a large number of candidates vying for each party’s nomination, 

knowing that this is their best chance of victory. Even with this extra edge however these 

districts will generally have an incumbent party, i.e. the party of the last incumbent in the district. 

Depending on the reason the former congressman left office, party incumbency can either help or 

sometimes hinder the next candidate for that party, and thus there can be a feeling of incumbency 

to the district even when there is not an actual incumbent in the race. 

 Leaving open seat races to be explored in more detail in Section VIII, incumbency is 

doubtlessly the most valuable resource a candidate can have. In the second half of the twentieth 

century, House incumbents who sought reelection ended up winning more than 90 percent of the 

time, sometimes as high as 98 percent of the time such as in 1998 when only 7 House 

incumbents lost out of the 401 that sought reelection (Jacobson-2001 22).  

What causes this amazing victory rate for incumbents? Simply put, a rational politician, 

as most American Congressmen are, effectively uses the time in office to strengthen his position 
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with the constituency, which then helps him in his subsequent elections. This is done in a variety 

of ways, including increasing name recognition through normal exposure, providing constituent 

governmental-support services, voting as a representative of the majority views of the district, 

and discouraging potential opposition via all these methods (Jacobson-2001 30). Even a more 

passive candidate will gain an incumbent advantage during his time in office, simply due to 

increased name recognition by occasionally appearing in local media outlets on their voting 

record or positions. Active candidates, as almost all Congress members are, continually vie to be 

in the public spotlight. With voters who opt to identify themselves with the Republican or the 

Democratic parties usually voting the party line, congressional elections are often decided upon 

by moderate or independent voters. These voters are generally the least informed voters due to 

their relative apathy regarding politics, and thus these voters will on average almost always 

select a well known name instead of an unknown name on a ballot. This response acquiescence – 

picking the answer that is most familiar – is what many incumbent candidates rely on when 

seeking reelection, and thus much of their campaign and time in office is spent familiarizing the 

constituency with their name and record (Warf).  

Establishing at a minimum some name recognition, or even more ideal is some actual 

familiarity with a candidate and their positions, is done in a wide variety of ways. On nonelection 

years and thus before a campaign gets into full swing, an ideal candidate is out in the community 

as much as possible, speaking at public events or visiting classrooms. Challenger candidates do 

not have the same opportunities like currently elected public officials do to, in essence, show 

themselves off. Whenever politicians are making a favorable impression on members of the 

community they are increasing their incumbent advantage and thus increasing their chance of 

getting elected, all while appearing to not really be campaigning at all. 
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Another way that incumbent candidates increase their edge is using their staff and 

resources to serve their constituents in a variety of ways. The average Congressional staff costs 

the Federal government more than a million year per House member and several million per year 

for Senators, but this is completely free to the Congressmen (Jacobson-2001 33). Services 

rendered usually revolve around helping constituents navigate the maze of federal government 

agencies, assisting them in obtaining help with various government departments and programs, 

or just meeting with a concerned constituent regarding an issue. While there are strict regulations 

on constituent staff not actively campaigning as part of their official duties (they cannot for 

example solicit votes), this passive constituent support and de facto advertisement is a significant 

advantage that a challenger does not have. 

Incumbent candidates’ voting records can also play a large part in adding to their 

incumbent advantage. Presuming that most of their votes are supported by a majority in the 

district, as is usually the case when a Congress member follows a representative philosophy, the 

majority of constituents will thus believe their congressmen is doing a decent job and see no 

reason to support a challenger over them. This advantage is always bolstered by the campaign 

and constituent staff which emphasize key popular votes while downplaying or ignoring 

unpopular ones. A campaign will usually heavily advertise what the Congressmen has 

accomplished in Washington, advertising that is usually a combination of sponsoring and 

supporting various pieces of popular legislation. A challenger typically cannot do the precisely 

the same, and though they can provide their own theoretical votes, a Congressman that has a 

popular voting record is likely to see an even stronger incumbent advantage when facing 

reelection. 
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Finally, incumbents can also work on discouraging potential opposition, a task that 

contestants in open seat races and challengers would find much more daunting if not impossible 

to perform. As Dr. Jacobson explains, “expectations about the likelihood of electoral 

success…influence the decisions of potential candidates and campaign contributors” (Jacobson-

2001 39). The “stronger” chance a theoretical challenger has, the more likely that challenger will 

be a viable candidate in terms of candidate strengths and ability to raise funds. Rational 

individuals do not seek election in vain, but instead will only decide to run when they perceive 

there is a realistic chance of success. Thus such individuals can be discouraged from running by 

an incumbent who does not want them to enter the race by broadcasting the real or exaggerated 

chance of the incumbent winning reelection. A strong record of winning previous elections will 

often do exactly that, as will the theoretical challenger believing that the incumbent is so popular 

in the district that they could easily and significantly raise more funds than the challenger. 

Anything and everything that can be done to increase the reality or illusion of invincibility 

therefore feeds back into increasing the overall chance an incumbent has to win reelection. 

 With the strength of the incumbent advantage explained, the typical career of a 

Congressman starts to come into view. Incumbency assists not only in swaying votes but also in 

gaining financial resources, which is thus used to sway even more votes. The initial race for a 

Congressman is usually the most difficult, especially if they are challenging an incumbent. Even 

if they don’t face an incumbent and instead are vying in a contested open seat race, they will still 

face a number of opponents, both within their own parties’ primary and in the general election. 

However, once one candidate has prevailed as the new representative, they will generally start to 

transition their campaign structure and resources into a lasting organization and capital. 
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 An incumbent candidate is generally seen to be at their weakest when they are seeking 

reelection for the first time and after this the sophomore surge effect begins to strengthen their 

continuing candidacy. This makes logical sense in the framework that the incumbent advantages 

discussed strengthen with time: a candidate can only attend so many community functions and 

help so many constituents in their first term, not nearly as many as an incumbent of five or more 

terms can. Thus it is the goal of most newly elected Congressmen to expand their base of 

connections, donors, friends and volunteers as rapidly as possible to protect them in the next 

election. Frequently the first few terms of a Congress member can be described as expansionist 

in nature: they are trying to reach out and connect with new voters and donors. After they have 

solidified their seat, often defined as being able to win with 60% of the vote, they enter a 

protectionist phase, where they strive to just maintain current assets since they are, electorally 

speaking, relatively safe (Jacobson-2001 46 - 47). 

 Since House candidates have to seek reelection every two years, they frequently keep key 

campaign capital and resources in place continuously. It is not uncommon for a campaign to 

have expenditures even in off-years, rather that be for maintaining a campaign office, key staff 

members, or beginning to fundraise even before the election year. Additionally, there is a certain 

point at which rational candidates begin to not translate all the resources they might have, such 

as political favors, into resources for a campaign, preferring to save them for a future election 

where they might have a stronger opposition. This is a delicate balancing act of managing 

present and future risks that an incumbent must attempt to master. 
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IV. Donors’ Motivations  

 Describing the candidate and his strengths and weaknesses is only half of the finance 

game. The other side is the donors themselves, and the variety of reasons for which they will 

spend their wealth on donating to Congressional candidates (Francia). Despite commonly held 

beliefs, not all contributors are motivated by seeking individual favors from Congress members, 

but many are. Regardless, all varieties of donors though are motivated to varying degrees by the 

probability a candidate has of winning, and thus finance is influenced by the other core elements 

of a campaign such as the issues, demographics, and the character of the candidate. As Peter. L. 

Francia explained in his 2003 study, the primary motivators that donors give money to individual 

candidates can be broken into three general categories.  

A first group gives primarily for social reasons. They either known the candidate 

personally, rather that be as a family member, friend, or mere acquaintance, or they donate 

simply to be politically involved and invited to political dinners and events. Some of the 

individuals in this group are not even politically interested however; many simply do not wish to 

turn down a close friend who has solicited their support in a run for Congress (Francia 12). 

Frequently enough, this is often the last group a candidate desires to turn to. As 11-term House 

member Jim Kolbe of Arizona explained in interview, as his Congressional career progressed 

and thus as fundraising became simpler, he was not forced to not call in personal favors from 

family and friends as often (Kolbe). Instead, Kolbe and other Congressmen were able to 

fundraise from ideologues and issue oriented donors which compromise the second group. 

Congressman Kolbe had a long career in Congress of supporting trade issues and certain 

small-interest issues such as direct aid to the nation of Israel. Eventually he was able to fundraise 

significantly from groups of individuals that had strong sentiments about these issues (Kolbe). 
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These donors give primarily to advance their own ideological agenda, whatever that may be. If a 

candidate takes a strong stand on certain issues, they can benefit from these types of donors, 

provided there are political activists and ideologues willing to support such stances (Francia 44). 

These donations tend to be from all over the country and not just in the home district, as was the 

case for Mr. Kolbe (Kolbe). 

The final category of donors is those that do in fact seek individual benefits from their 

donations, a group Francia refers to as “investors”. These donors are trying to buy access to the 

candidate and future Congressman, implicitly trading their donation for the desired benefit. 

Potential benefits include earmarks, influencing votes, or assistance from the congressman in 

making business or political connections. Many of these investor donations do not have to be 

solicited by the candidate or congressman; they simply make the donation as if it were their 

“dues”, in a way similar to how some make contributions to professional organizations or union 

members pay their union dues (Francia 44). 

Not all donors give for exactly one of these reasons, and in polling response acquiesce 

leads to donors claiming the socially acceptable answer of making donations based on the issues, 

instead of for social or investment concerns. Frequently donors motivations are significantly 

blurred: a donor that started out as strictly an investor may eventually become ideologically 

concerned with the issue, even to the point where the donation is not just self-motivated. 

Investment donors may also enter the social circle of the congressmen and therefore also be 

donating because of social pressure. Many donors donate both for personal gain and ideological 

purposes; it is seldom clear cut as one reason or the other. 

Whatever the reason donors give, almost all are at least in some degree motivated by the 

candidates’ chance of success. Incumbents find it significantly easier to fundraise than 
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challengers: as Congressman Kolbe explains, “after a few terms my fundraising team just 

hummed along, they knew what to do it and did it, with only occasional intervention from me”. 

Investors only wish to invest in candidates that will win; if the candidate loses than the 

investment was a complete waste. Ideologues similarly wish to donate to candidates that win, 

and while some donors may enjoy the romanticism of a lost cause, they generally would prefer to 

donate to a similar congressman or candidate in another district that has a greater chance of 

winning and pushing the same agenda. Socially motivated donors are least likely to be 

influenced by the probability of winning, but even so they often doubtlessly are compelled more 

to donate if a campaign appears to have a significant chance of winning rather than little chance 

at all (Francia 42 – 60). 

Understanding donor motivations is only part of the finance equation. The campaign 

must usually solicit the donation from the donor, and this must be done in the most effective way 

as to compel them to donate. Additionally, an effective campaign must be able to expand their 

base of donations as far as possible. Since the amended version of the Federal Election 

Campaign Act passed in 1974, donors have been limited in how much they are able to contribute 

to an individual candidate’s campaign, first $1000, and later adjusted by the Bipartisan 

Campaign Reform Act of 2002 to $2000, which is adjusted regularly for inflation (“Bipartisan 

Campaign Reform”). This contribution limit is essentially a cap on the financial influence an 

individual can directly have on a race, albeit there are methods of getting around it. Because of 

this cap though, the campaign is forced to expand their fundraising base in order to raise as much 

capital as possible. Not withstanding candidates who significantly self-finance, a measure of the 

strength of a campaign is the ability to capitalize all of the candidate’s non-financial resources 

and translate them into finance or other useful resources such as volunteers. 
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V. Campaign Structure and Resource Allocation 

 Raising the money is only part of the finance question. As former Congressmen Kolbe 

notes, campaigns have to use what you have as effectively as possible; there is  little room for 

waste. Judicious use of resources is the hallmark of any successful campaign, and the waste of 

precious dollars can spell disaster for a candidate, rather they are an incumbent or not (Kolbe). 

Finance is ultimately a primary component of swaying voters by purchasing media and 

advertisements, and an effective campaign will use the finance they are able to raise as 

efficiently as possible in its translation from dollars into votes. In frequent years, the average 

Congressional campaign expenditures have been rising adjusted to inflation. In 1996, the average 

House campaign spent $887,000 (in 2006 dollars) compared to average expenditures totaling 

$1.25 million ten years later in 2006. Certainly the increase in the contribution limits after the 

Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002 has helped to foster increased fundraising revenues 

and thereby significantly increase resources, but an effective campaign must still try to allocate 

every penny they can as efficiently as possible due to the competitive nature of political races: 

the opposition is always trying to do the same. 

A well designed campaign structure and plan will revolve around the concept of 

maximizing the probability of winning given the amount of resources a campaign has to work 

with. This fundamentally simple concept is extremely crucial to understanding how campaigns 

operate. When viewing campaign structure and resource allocation through the lens of game 

theory, it must be assumed that the candidate and the campaign manager are pursuing rational 

strategies. And though perfect rationally is never achieved due to imperfect players and the 

imperfect information a campaign has about the constituency, the environment and the 
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opposition, almost every campaign carried out by one of the two parties is pursuing the goal of 

winning and does not frequently diversify into other secondary goals that might distract from 

coming first across the finish line. While this may not be true about every candidate, the 

assumption that a candidate is trying first and foremost to win is fundamental to understanding 

campaign structure and resource allocation, and thus is assumed for the purposes of this study. 

 The structures of Congressional campaigns vary widely from individual candidate to 

candidate, as well as for from race to race for career Congressman. Dwight Morris divided all 

expenditures in a 1992 study of all Congressional races into categories that associate them by 

their purpose, and his organizational structure remains fairly valid today. These categories are 

overhead, fundraising, polling, advertising, other campaign activity, gifts, donations to others, 

and unitemized expenses (Morris). The addition of campaign expenditures related to digital 

media would be an apt category for a modern campaign utilizing the internet for advertising and 

organizational purposes, but relative to the other campaign expenditures these costs are relatively 

minor. 

 Overhead expenditures account for a significant portion of the average house and senate 

race’s spending. In 1992 these expenditures were approximately 25% of the total budget for the 

average house and senate race. Within this category of spending falls salaries for the campaign 

manager and any other paid staff (amounting to approximately 8% of the total budget for both 

types of races), office furniture and all equipment, office rents, telephone and other bills, and 

travel for campaign staff and the candidate himself (Morris 8 & 12). Overhead costs are 

essentially the core of any campaign. Simply having an office and staff does not generally 

increase the candidates electoral presence and chance of winning, however campaigns that try to 

rely solely on inexperienced and non-reliable volunteers with no central meeting location are 
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generally greatly disadvantaged to a better organized opponent. Overhead can thus be grouped as 

a member of passive campaign expenditures: they do not directly reach out to voters, but instead 

assist in doing so. 

 The other passive campaign expenditures are fundraising and polling. In 1992 the 

average house race spent more than 15% of their funds on, somewhat ironically, raising funds, 

and this amount increases to more than 20% for the average senate race (Morris 8 & 12). Raising 

money costs money, and besides the paid fundraising staff already included in the overhead 

costs, dinners and other fundraising events, as well as direct mail and telemarketing, are all 

significant expenditures. 80 – 85% return margins may seem rather small, and doubtlessly some 

donors would be angered to know that approximately a fifth of their donation is just used to 

solicit more donations, but the fundraising process is obviously a very necessary component of a 

campaign. Viewed rationally, a fundraising operation that is bringing in just 10% more than it 

costs is generally favorable to a candidate since the net return is still gain. 

 A relatively less expensive but nonetheless crucial passive component of a campaign is 

polling. Polls can help campaigns target their media effectively by identifying key voting groups 

that are able to be swayed by the campaign. If white men tend to be a swing vote in a particular 

race, then the advertising campaign can be geared to target them, however without effective 

polling the campaign would lack the information to go after them. Polling costs tended to 

average around 3% of a campaign’s expenditures in 1992, usually paid to an outside polling 

company to develop the question and then actually make the several hundred research calls 

(Morris 12). 

 With almost half of the average campaign’s budget consumed by passive expenditures, 

most of the remainder is what is used to actually engage in real campaigning. Advertising, 
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including television, radio, newspapers and other media, took up more than a quarter of the 

average 1992 house race’s expenditures (Morris 8). This combined with mailers and direct 

contact with voters is the primary way a candidate can reach out how to his constituents. 

Efficient use of this money is obviously key, and a campaigns ability to properly identify the 

media markets in the district and allocate resources effectively based on hitting as many potential 

swing voters as possible (using polling to identify these) is generally the key to success.  

Similarly, the prudent use of direct mailers to target audiences is important for a rational 

campaign structure. In 1992, 12% of the average house race’s expenditures were on direct mail 

to the constituents (part of the other campaign activity category). Effective mailers, both in the 

advertisement included and the target date they are to be received relative to the election date, is 

the second most significant form of advertising for house members. Deciding if individual 

advertisements like mailers are more or less effective than target media advertisements on 

television or radio is a central question for any campaign, and usually both strategies are 

employed based upon statistical research (Morris 8 & 12).  

 Other campaign expenditures include the costs of the candidate going out in the 

community to various events, rallies, and even going door to door, as well as a number of smaller 

expenditures like donating to other campaigns and gifts to constituents. These outlays are often 

either secondary means to reach out to voters or used to maintain relationships between the 

candidate and his constituents or other candidates seeking various offices. They amounted to 10 

– 15% for the average house race, a significant percentage of the budget. Generally in 

competitive races the outlays on gifts and donations to other campaigns seem to decrease as the 

money needs to be spent more directly on the immediate campaign (Morris 8 & 12). 
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 It is important to note that the figures given are merely averages. The actual allocation for 

a campaign depends entirely upon the scenario for the candidate. As might be expected, 

expenditures on primary campaigning generally increase relative to the passive elements the 

more closely contested a campaign is. Using the 60% voting level as the threshold between 

competitive and noncompetitive race, the average house candidate spent 8% more of their money 

on media and 4% more of their money on mailers if they were in a contested election in 1992. 

(Morris 8 & 12). 

In interview, Congressmen Kolbe confirmed Morris’ compilation and analysis, starting 

that media and mailers might have only consisted of 40% of his expenditures when facing an 

easy challenger, but this usually rose sharply to 60% or more if the polling showed the margin 

between him and his opponent to be within 10 or 15 points (Kolbe). This does not necessarily 

mean that less money was spent on overhead and other expenses, but simply that the scale of a 

candidate’s campaign increased greatly in size for competitive races, and much of this increase 

went into active campaigning. 
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VI. Campaign Finance and the Scientific Method 

 Returning finally to the question of to what degree finance causes a successful candidate 

to be elected, and to what degree it is simply and indicator thereof, the potential use of scientific 

technique should be evaluated. In standard experimentation to test any hypothesis, being able to 

create a control group and a treatment group is standard process. However, due to the fact that 

literally no candidates are willing to voluntarily not spend resources in order to create a 

theoretical treatment group to test for the difference between causation and correlation in 

campaign finance, this is impossible to do in campaign finance. It’s hard to blame them: who 

would want to risk losing an election simply to collect data for political scientists?  

But this problem leads the study of correlation versus causation in campaign finance with 

only one option: to observe existing races and try to draw qualitative conclusions from them. The 

weakness associated with this is that is impossible to control for all the variables in an individual 

campaign, and thereby it is difficult to quantitatively demonstrate to what degree the money 

caused the victory and to what degree it simply signaled the relative strength of the candidate and 

campaign’s other attributes. The question is, was it really the money that caused Congressman X 

to win reelection, or was it a million other outside factors that also increased the money he was 

able to raise, and to what degree? The answer, according to the experiences of Congressman 

Kolbe, is that it is both: “You obviously need money, but you need a whole lot else.”  
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VII. Incumbent House Races 

 While the question of how much finance causes a candidate to win is the central question 

being asked by this paper, there is to some degree correlation between relatively more money 

and a higher chance of victory in incumbent versus challenger House Races. When both 

competitive and noncompetitive races are viewed together, this correlation is clearly evident. As 

a whole, the average incumbent always outraised the average challenger in any given year, as 

shown in Figure 1: 

 
Figure 1: Expenditures of House Candidates in Incumbent Races, 1988 – 2006 (“Vital 
Statistics”): 
Election Year  Mean Incumbent  Mean Challenger  Incumbent Outspends 

2006  $1,261,559  $510,195  147% 

2004  $1,026,589  $322,061  219% 

2002  $874,790  $340,135  157% 

2000  $829,132  $377,334  120% 

1998  $654,137  $332,092  97% 

1996  $675,506  $290,038  133% 

1994  $558,867  $240,008  133% 

1992  $590,405  $166,406  255% 

1990  $416,671  $134,415  210% 

1988  $390,807  $136,884  186% 
 
 The average incumbent in any election year always greatly outspends the average 

challenger, at minimum spending near twice as much, and at a maximum spending more than 2.5 

times what the average challenger spent. While these are just averages and there are many outlier 

cases, the vast majority of incumbents still spent significantly more than their challenger. 

Throughout all these years, incumbents won at least 88% of the time, and usually at even greater 

percentages than that, lending credibility to both the concepts that incumbency is an extremely 
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valuable resource, and that finance does matter, at least in noncompetitive and semi-competitive 

races.  

However, the level of finance appears to be much less correlated to success for a 

candidate once a race becomes competitive and thus the challenger campaign is able to raise at 

least a million dollars. Very few of the 435 Congressional races that occur every two years are 

competitive, most were merely hopeless bids by extremely underfinanced challengers which led 

to incumbents who felt relatively safe. Out of 2,675 challengers that spent less than $100,000 

(inflation adjusted) during the last three decades of the 20th century, only one managed to prevail. 

Not until candidates start spending at least $500,000 did they start to have any realistic chance: 

approximately 15% for that expenditure bracket (Jacobson 2001-41). 

Competitive of races are, in an overall sense, very rare, but they are ultimately where 

Congress is won or lost by either party. Ironically, as Congressman Kolbe notes and the data 

proves, when an incumbent does raise a great deal of money, it tends to be a sign of weakness 

and not of strength. Weak incumbents need to raise additional money in order to win; if they 

were assured victory then they would only have to raise considerably less, and would usually opt 

to do so, not wishing to lose political capital needlessly. 

When the long shot candidates are taken out and only competitive races are viewed, both 

the incumbent and the challenger on average spend considerably more money than average. How 

many competitive races there are varies from election to election depending on the national state 

of the issues and other factors. The 2006 election year resulted in a significant shift in power 

towards the Democrats: the Democrats swung took back both houses of Congress for the first 

time in twelve years. Discontentment with the Iraq War among other issues led Americans to 
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vote to end Republican control of Congress. In this sudden transformation, the Republicans did 

were not able to win even a single additional House seat, while the Democrats won 34 more from 

the GOP (and independents), which was 15 more than the Democrats needed to gain the 

majority. 

For 2006 there were 57 races overall that could be considered competitive based on the 

10% final victory margin rule (“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Finance”). Among these, 48 

were of the incumbent versus challenger format, while 9 were open seat races. Among the 

incumbent seats, 42 were Republican incumbents endangered by Democratic challengers, while 

Republicans managed to seriously threaten only six of the Democratic seats (and none 

successfully). For all the competitive incumbents in 2006, the average spent $2,861,281 

defending their seat, while the average challenger spent $1,917,005. These figures are 

considerably larger than the averages shown for all races in Figure 1 for 2006, more than double 

and almost quadruple respectively. Only two incumbents and eight challengers in the 

competitive races spent less than a million dollars, making one thing extremely clear: races that 

are competitive almost always have significantly more money spent on both sides (“CNN.com”, 

“Search Campaign Finance”). 

This can be viewed as a chain reaction of sorts. In order to have a chance at ousting an 

incumbent, a serious challenger must raise significant finance in order to have a chance at 

saturating the media markets with advertisements and hiring a full campaign staff so that they 

might be able to overcome the numerous advantages of the incumbent. If the incumbent views 

the challenger’s abilities as credible and a serious threat, they will raise as much money as they 

can to do similar advertising and campaign activities in an attempt to hold onto the seat. If the 
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challenger wasn’t viewed as having a chance, then the incumbent would not bother (Jacobson 

2001).  

 
Figure 2: Competitive Incumbent Races in 2006 (“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Finance”). 
The winners are shown in bold. 

Race  Incumbent 
Incumbent 
Expenditures Challenger 

Challenger 
Expenditures  Result 

AZ‐1  Rick Renzi [R]   $2,246,790  Ellen Simon [D]  $1,514,638  52‐44 Renzi 
AZ‐5  J.D. Hayworth [R]  $3,000,381  Harry Mitchell [D]  $1,933,184  50‐46 Mitchell 
CA‐4  John Doolittle  [R]  $2,449,428  Charles Brown [D]  $1,650,458  49‐46 Doolittle 
CA‐11  Richard Pombo  [R]  $4,629,983  Jerry McNerney [D]  $2,422,997  53‐47 McNerney 
CA‐50  Brian Bilbray  [R]  $2,620,348  Francine Busby [D]  $3,603,697  53‐43 Bilbray 
CO‐4  Marilyn Musgrave  [R]  $3,212,143  Angie Paccione [D]  $1,951,180  46‐43 Musgrave 
CT‐2  Rob Simmons  [R]  $3,177,694  Joe Courtney [D]  $2,410,306  50‐50 Courtney 
CT‐4  Chris Shays  [R]  $3,804,187  Diane Farrell [D]  $2,961,500  51 ‐ 48 Shays 
CT‐5  Nancy Johnson  [R]  $5,095,844  Chris Murphy [D]  $2,486,251  56‐44 Murphy 

FL‐16 
Mark Foley / Joe Negron 
[R]  $2,992,759  Tim Mahoney [D]  $2,783,045  49‐48 Mahoney 

FL‐22  E. Clay Shaw Jr.  [R]  $5,226,161  Ron Klein [D]  $4,185,922  51‐47 Klein  
GA‐8  Jim Marshall [D]  $1,849,155  Mac Collins [R]  $1,981,928  51‐49 Marshall 
GA‐12  John Barrow [D]  $2,267,550  Max Burns [R]  $2,120,638  50‐50 Barrow 

IL‐8  Melissa Bean [D]  $4,299,589 
David McSweeney 
[R]  $5,140,109  51‐44 Bean 

IL‐10  Mark Kirk [R]  $3,512,971  Dan Seals [D]  $1,882,795  53‐47 Kirk 
IN‐2  Chris Chocola [R]  $3,415,742  Joe Donnelly [D]  $1,561,420  54‐46 Donnelly 
IN‐7  Julia Carson [D]  $604,962  Eric Dickerson [R]  $74,288  54‐46 Carson 
IN‐9  Mike Sodrel  [R]  $2,723,285  Baron Hill [D]  $1,888,695  50‐46 Hill 
IA‐2  Jim Leach [R]  $533,734  David Loebsack [D]  $488,385  51‐49 Loebsack 
IA‐3  Leonard Boswell [D]  $2,060,474  Jeff Lamberti [R]  $1,995,175  52‐46 Boswell 
KS‐2  Jim Ryun [R]  $1,075,223  Nancy Boyda [D]  $726,738  51 ‐ 47 Boyda 
KY‐3  Anne Northup [R]  $3,421,281  John Yarmuth [D]  $2,224,248  51 ‐ 48 Yarmuth 
KY‐4  Geoff Davis [R]  $4,255,379  Kenneth Lucas [D]  $1,469,555  51 ‐ 44 Davis 
MI‐9  Joseph Knollenberg [R]  $3,105,161  Nancy Skinner [D]  $403,726  52‐46 Knollenberg 
MN‐1  Gil Gutknecht [R]  $1,723,707  Tim Walz [D]  $1,419,409  53 ‐ 47 Walz 
NV‐3  Jon Porter [R]  $3,036,311  Tessa Hafen [D]  $1,501,465  48 ‐ 47 Porter 
NH‐1  Jeb Bradley [R]  $1,062,132  Carol Shea‐Porter [D]  $291,663  52‐48 Shea‐Porter 
NH‐2  Paul Hodes [D]  $1,638,729  Charles Bass [R]  $1,237,271  53 ‐ 45 Hodes 
NJ‐7  Mike Ferguson [R]  $3,043,589  Linda Stender [D]  $1,932,510  49 ‐ 48 Ferguson 
NM‐1  Heather Wilson [R]  $4,906,596  Patricia Madrid [D]  $3,386,538  50 ‐ 50 Wilson 
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NY‐19  Sue Kelly [R]  $2,519,164  John Hall [D]  $1,629,865  51 ‐ 49 Hall 
NY‐20  John Sweeney [R]  $3,425,841  Kirsten Gillibrand[D]  $2,596,896  53 ‐ 47 Gillibrand 
NY‐25  James Walsh [R]  $1,787,552  Dan Maffei [D]  $918,270  51 ‐ 49 Walsh 
NY‐26  Thomas Reynolds [R]  $5,275,474  John Davis [D]  $2,386,358  52 ‐ 48 Reynolds 
NY‐29  John Kuhl [R]  $1,475,375  Eric Massa [D]  $1,501,716  52 ‐ 48 Kuhl 
NC‐8  Robin Hayes [R]  $2,475,169  Larry Kissell [D]  $834,822  50 ‐ 50 Hayes 
NC‐11  Charles Taylor [R]  $4,425,482  Heath Shuler [D]  $1,805,746  54 ‐ 46 Shuler 
OH‐1  Steve Chabot [R]  $2,991,572  John Cranley [D]  $2,021,495  53 ‐ 47 Chabot 
OH‐2  Jean Schmidt [R]  $2,078,564  Victoria Wulsin [D]  $1,041,185  51 ‐ 49 Schmidt 
OH‐15  Deborah Pryce [R]  $4,696,772  Mary Jo Kilroy [D]  $2,749,231  50 ‐ 50 Pryce 
PA‐4  Melissa Hart [R]  $2,235,952  Jason Altmire [D]  $1,091,584  52 ‐ 48 Altmire 
PA‐6  Jim Gerlach [R]  $3,492,402  Lois Murphy [D]  $4,097,663  51 ‐ 49 Gerlach 
PA‐8  Mike Fitzpatrick [R]  $3,181,894  Patrick Murphy [D]  $2,411,242  50 ‐ 50 Murphy 

PA‐10  Don Sherwood [R]  $2,334,743 
Christopher Carney 
[D]  $1,530,004  53 ‐ 47 Carney 

PA‐15  Charles Dent [R]  $1,284,757  Charles Dertinger [D]  $88,920  53 ‐ 44 Dent 
VA‐2  Thelma Drake [R]  $2,348,983  Philip Kellam [D]  $1,692,438  51 ‐ 49 Drake 
WA‐8  Dave Reichert [R]  $3,051,918  Darcy Burner  [D]  $3,048,902  51 ‐ 49 Reichert 
WY‐1  Barbara Cubin [R]  $1,268,578  Gary Trauner [D]  $940,182  48 ‐ 48 Cubin 

 
Of the 48 competitive incumbent races in 2006, 29 resulted in the incumbent prevailing, 

while 19 resulted in turnovers where the challengers managed to win. The results of these races 

are shown in Figure 2. Dividing the races into two groups, one of incumbent winners and one of 

incumbent losers (and thus vice versa for the challengers), demonstrates if more financial 

resources in these competitive races caused the incumbents or challengers to win. Looking at the 

29 races where incumbents prevailed, the average incumbent spent $2,797,948, nearly equivalent 

but actually $63,000 less than the average competitive incumbent overall. In such races the 

average challenger meanwhile spent $1,935,471, nearly equivalent to the amount the average 

challenger overall spent for competitive races. These minor numerical differences are statistically 

insignificant: incumbents who won and challengers that lost spent almost as much as their 

respective overall averages (“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Finance”). 
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As one might surmise, in the 19 races where the challenger managed to prevail, the result 

is similar. The average losing incumbent spent $2,957,947, while the average victorious 

challenger spent $1,888,821, very close to the overall averages. All of this data is summarized in 

Figure 3:  

 
Figure 3: Expenditures of Competitive Incumbent House Races, by victory, for 2006: 

(“Search Campaign Finance”). 
Average> Incumbents Challengers 
Overall (n=49) $2,861,281 $1,917,005
Incumbent Wins (n=29) $2,797,948 $1,935,471
Challenger Wins (n=19) $2,957,947 $1,888,821

 
There is only a slight difference between how much a winning incumbent spent and how 

much a losing incumbent spent, and there is absolutely no difference for competitive challengers. 

The minor $160,000 difference between the average the average incumbent loser and the average 

incumbent victor lends credibility to the aforementioned concept that when a candidate is more 

significantly challenged, or feels more threatened, they attempt to raise more money for their 

campaign. Essentially, when defeat seemed more imminent, the incumbent scrambled more than 

the incumbent who had a close but comfortable 8 point lead in the polls.  

 If the categories are further broken down into 4 subsets defined as where the incumbent 

won by 5 to 10 %, where the incumbent won by less than 5%, where the challenger won by less 

than 5%, and where the challenger won by 5 to 10%, the results are similar, as shown in Figure 

4. Incumbents that ended up winning by 5 – 10%, and thereby likely held a lead in the polls 

throughout the election, spent $2,601,885, while incumbents that ended up losing by 5 – 10% 

spent $3,578,763: This $900,000 difference demonstrates that, as incumbents fear of losing 

grew, they opted to spend more money. This demonstrates that, at least for 2006, there is a 

negative correlation between money spent and chance at winning. 
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Figure 4: Expenditures of Competitive Incumbent House Races, broken down for 2006: 

Average> Incumbents Challengers 
Incumbent Wins by 5 - 10%  $2,601,885 $1,766,515 
Incumbent Wins by <5% $2,917,764 $2,038,721 
 Challenger Wins by <5% $2,595,805 $1,838,740 
Challenger Wins by 5 - 10% $3,578,763 $1,974,675 

(““Search Campaign Finance”). 
 
 This does not by any means demonstrate that having more money actually caused the 

incumbent to lose however. More advertising very seldom has a negative effect on a candidate, 

but rather a decreased chance of winning (known to the candidate via the polls during the 

campaign cycle) caused the candidate to maximize and use any all resources he had to fundraise, 

knowing that if he didn’t win this election, his career would probably be over. 

 The data for the challengers is less conclusive here. The amount spent by an average 

challenger campaign increased slightly from when they lose by more than 5%, where 

expenditures average $1,766,515, to when they win lose by more than 5% where the 

expenditures average $1,974,675. Some of these challengers that ended up losing by at least 5% 

could be viewed as only semi-competitive, and thereby still suffering from the perception to 

donors that they don’t have a real chance of beating the incumbent. This semi-competitive 

“label” hurts their ability to fundraise and saturate the district with media, and this explains the 

decrease in expenditures here, however, lacking more data, the difference is too small ($200,000) 

to be completely conclusive. 

Regardless, the most important conclusion from looking at these competitive incumbent 

versus challenger races is thus that finance seldom had little to do with victory. There certainly is 

a correlation between finance and success when the challenger is extremely underfunded (as in 
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when they are in a noncompetitive race), however once the challenger is sufficiently funded it 

becomes more about the allocation of funds, the issues, and the other advantages (or 

disadvantages) the candidates have.  

The case of Democratic incumbent Steny Hoyer (who is currently the Majority Leader in 

the 110th Congress) versus the Republican challenger, Lawrence J. Hogan Jr is a typical lopsided 

but at least semi-competitive incumbent race. The challenger was able to raise a significant 

amount of money, but not enough to enter the fully competitive range. The race took place in 

Maryland’s 5th district in 1992. Then Chairman of the Democratic Caucus and a five term 

incumbent, Hoyer outspent Hogan more than six to one, a whopping $1,577,485 million (in 1992 

dollars) versus $236,980 spent by Hogan (a fairly large amount for 1992). Ultimately however 

Hoyer, seen as threatened in this race, won the district by a relatively close 9% of the vote, only 

53 to 44%. If 5% of the electorate had been swayed by Hogan, Hoyer could have lost his seat 

(Morris 324). 

Hoyer had won all of his previous incumbent races with at least 72% of the vote (“Steny 

Hoyer”). Maryland had redistricted in 1990 though and Hoyer suddenly had to fight to stay afloat 

in a much more conservative constituency than what he was used to. His expenditures thus 

naturally increased, and he exercised almost all of his options in raising a huge campaign war 

chest to make sure he could defeat the Republican nominee. His options were many. As in the 

incumbent, he had years of previous fund raising experience, huge lists of previous donors, and 

support among many of the moderates who had also been in his old district. Additionally, Hoyer 

had the advantage of a leadership position which greatly expanded his fundraising base, 

capturing significantly more investment-style and ideological donors than he might have 

otherwise. Had Hoyer not been so threatened, he would have likely risen even less money, thus 
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lending credit to the concept that significant finance can actually be a negative indicator for the 

candidate. Had he been prepared to trump Hogan as he had easily beaten Republican Lee Breuer 

in 1990, by 80% to 20%, Hoyer would have had no reason to waste all his other political capital 

and resources by fundraising (“Steny Hoyer”). 

The finance Hoyer was able to raise ultimately appears, when combined with his 

incumbency, to have helped at least somewhat, demonstrating that money can matter when races 

are not fully competitive. While it is impossible to know if Hoyer would have won with only a 

half or a quarter of the 1.5 million he had, he spent almost half of his money, $731,261, or 46% 

of the budget, or on media advertisements and direct mailers, 27% more than the average 

contested incumbent House race that year. Hogan, forced by the relative size of their campaigns 

to spend a significantly higher portion of his expenditures on overhead, was outspent almost 9 to 

one in media (Morris 324). The bottom line is, the closeness of the race caused Hoyer to run 

scared, resulting in him blanketing the community with advertisements, and it apparently paid 

off. He has never again won with less than 57% of the vote (“Steny Hoyer”). 

Hoyer’s race is the standard case of effective advertisement, and thereby effective 

fundraising, coming to the rescue of an at-risk incumbent. However, there are a number, albeit 

small minority of cases where an entrenched incumbent can outspend his challenger and still lose 

the race. In New York’s 2nd district, also in 1992, eight term Democratic incumbent Thomas J. 

Downey was defeated 53 to 47 percent by Republican challenger Rick A. Lazio, despite having 

comfortable won all of his previous elections. Even more shocking is that, despite the fact that he 

lost, Downey outspent Lazio more than five to 1. Having spent $1.4 million dollars to try to 

maintain his seat, Downey still managed to lose to a relatively meagerly financed campaign of 

only $270,000 (Morris 401). 
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Lazio’s success was a result of two factors. First, he ran an extremely efficient and 

strategic campaign. He kept overhead below 20%, a somewhat rare feat for such a financially 

small campaign, and he managed to spend almost 50% of his expenditures on advertisement, 

with another 13% on his actual day to day campaigning. Downey, despite having more than a 

million to spend, spent an equal percentage of his budget on advertising and almost none on 

actual campaigning. Even with this, Downey’s gross numbers still trumped Lazio. However, 

Lazio waited until the last moment to fire off his huge persuasion mail campaign. He sent over 

eight mailers in the final two weeks of the campaign, mostly attacking Lazio, and this was the 

second and prime factor that played into Lazio’s success. Downey’s character had been drawn 

into question and was ready to be assassinated, which Lazio and the National Republican 

Congressional Committee were more than willing to do (Morris 401). 

Downey had been accused of corruption and other scandal publically on PrimeTime Live 

and thus Lazio was able to successfully destroy Downey’s character in the eyes of moderates and 

weak Democrats. Lazio’s campaign was strategically brilliant in holding off on the negative mail 

flood until the very end when Downey wouldn’t have the chance to fully counter in time. 

Additionally, Downey had spent an astounding $110,000 on polling, more than 50 cents per 

Election Day voter and comparatively almost half of Lazio’s budget. This money was ultimately 

wasted because public perception of Downey didn’t turn negative until they very end (Morris 

401). Lazio’s strategy could be described as a late game air-war that focused primarily on the 

negative of his opponent than his own positive attributes. Despite having incumbency and a 

strong edge of superiority, effective strategy still managed to outwit an otherwise entrenched 

incumbent. A congressional candidate needs not only money, but also the public perception of 
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good character and a strong degree of determination, something Lazio had and Downey lacked 

(Kolbe).  

The Downey vs. Lazio race also demonstrates the diminishing marginal returns of 

finance. Lazio was able to get a few mailers off to every constituent in his district, despite having 

been significantly outspent by Downey. Just because a voter hears the opponent’s message more 

often, doesn’t mean a stronger message can’t ring through all that noise. At a certain point the 

addition of another hundred thousand or million dollars doesn’t bring that much added benefit 

for a campaign. Once a district is saturated with advertising, more of the same has sharply 

decreasing benefits (Kolbe). Determining where the effectiveness really starts to diminish varies 

based upon the characteristics of the voters and the media markets in the district, but Lazio 

strongly proved that more money doesn’t always mean victory.  

As previously discussed, finance is significantly more important for a challenger due to 

the incumbency advantage a sitting candidate always has. The challenger has to be able to make 

a media presence in the community or response acquiescence takes over in the middle voters’ 

minds and the race is lost. In Ohio’s sixth congressional district in 1992, four-time Democratic 

challenger and university professor Ted Strickland was finally able to defeat Republican 

incumbent Bob McEwen. While on paper McEwen outspent Strickland 3 to 1, $784,000 to 

$256,000, in reality McEwen had spent most of his resources on a hotly contested and difficult 

primary which he won by only 286 votes. Cash strapped for the general election, McEwen had 

little more financial resources than Strickland, and thus Strickland was able to win 51 to 49%, by 

little more than 3000 votes (Morris 449). 

Strickland’s victory can be broken down into three prime causes. First, McEwen’s 

primary dwindled down the usual incumbent finance advantage. He spent only 6% of his funds 
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on fundraising, significantly below average, and most of this was spent on events, a sign that he 

did not significantly try to expand his fundraising base. With so little money spent on 

fundraising, one can deduce that most of his donors were previous donors to his prior campaigns. 

Had he tried to expand his donor base more aggressively, he may have ended up with more than 

a million in funds, enough to perhaps sway the mere 1600 voters needed to change the result 

despite the diminishing marginal returns to finance. Second, McEwen’s primary fight cost him 

significantly in other resources, such as volunteers, and in character and respectability – 

McEwen’s primary opponent, Clarence E. Miller, had attacked him hard on questionable house 

overdrafts. Had he not lost these resources that are critical to an incumbent Strickland would 

have had no chance against him. Third, Strickland had sufficient resources to saturate his district 

with his message, and he strategically, like Lazio in New York, held off until the last minute to 

spend more than 60% of his budget on television and mailers (Morris 449). Additionally, 

Strickland spent 26% of his budget directly on mailers, where McEwen spent a mere 9%. With 

the six different media markets in this district, mailers proved much more effective than 

television (“Ted Strickland”). Not just a one time keen strategist, Strickland’s abilities and good 

sense continued to serve him well, and in 2006 he was elected Governor of Ohio (“Ted 

Strickland”).  

Often incumbent races can be viewed as a referendum on the incumbent and his service, 

such as in the case from 2006 of Republican incumbent J.D. Hayworth versus Democratic 

challenger Harry Mitchell in Arizona’s 5th Congressional District. Hayworth outspend Mitchell 3 

million dollars to nearly 2 million dollars, a noticeable financial difference but, due to the high 

level of finance for both, relatively irrelevant due to the high media saturation. The 5th 

Congressional District was a fairly Republican district, and Hayworth had previously won 
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reelection there consistently since 1994, and since 2000 had never won with less than 59% of the 

vote, which is why his 2006 defeat was so shocking (Barone 112). A combination of factors 

ultimately led to this defeat. During the 2006 immigration debate, Hayworth had been a staunch 

conservative on the issue, advocating deportation of illegal aliens and stronger border protection 

measures as an essential first step to solving the problem. While his conservative base agreed 

with these positions, Mitchell and the local media were effectively able to label him in the last 

several weeks of the campaign as being extreme. The Arizona Republic, a major Phoenix 

newspaper, called him “bully” and an example of “extreme partisanship” (“J. D. Hayworth”) 

only a few days before the election. Regardless of if Hayworth’s solidarity with his base was 

politically motivated or genuine, it ended up costing him support in the minds of independents 

who viewed such items as a guest worker program and back taxes before illegals could become 

citizens more favorable. 

Mitchell, a former local mayor, school teacher, and, ironically, Arizona State Democratic 

Chairman, was able to successfully present himself as a moderate voice and as a candidate 

dedicated to compromise. Ultimately, with Hayworth’s loss of the Republic endorsement only a 

week before the election, Mitchell was able to capture enough of the independents and weak 

Republicans to win 50 – 46%. Most of the voters knew who both Hayworth and Mitchell were 

by the time the election took place; Hayworth’s incumbency and Mitchell’s past both gave them 

an element of name recognition, and they both had sufficient resources to saturate the district 

with their media. Ultimately Hayworth’s $1 million dollar advantage was near irrelevant: 

Mitchell’s campaign as a moderate against an extremist was a much more effective message, as 

can be seen by the results, than Hayworth’s allegiance to his base (“J. D. Hayworth”). 
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Clever strategies devised by intelligent challengers combined with using resources other 

than finance still trumped the incumbency element, and sometimes even financial advantages, in 

competitive incumbent races. As the data and examples demonstrate, finance is extremely 

important to running a viable campaign, as either an incumbent or a challenger. When one side is 

extremely limited in funding, there is a huge positive correlation (and element of causation) 

between finance and victory.  However, once races get more to the competitive well-funded 

level, the level of finance becomes significantly less relevant and the character traits, issue 

positions, the national situation and campaign strategies becomes much more important. Since 

the primary use of finance by a campaign is media marketing, once challengers are able to 

advertise enough such that they have comparable amounts of recognition by the constituency, the 

benefits of incumbency diminish (Parker 151). This diminished incumbency in some ways is 

very much like the other major variety of House races, open seats. 
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VIII. Open Seat House Races 

 Open seat races, where there is no incumbent due to retirement, resignation or the 

creation of a new district, are considerably rarer than incumbent races. The typical incumbent’s 

career will last five or more terms, and due to the difficulty in ousting an incumbent, the best 

opportunity for any aspiring politician to be elected to Congress are these rare open seat 

elections. Open seat races come in two primary varieties. Often times the district is a safe district 

for one party, and therefore that parties primary has the de facto effect of choosing the general 

election winner, even when there is a token challenger from the minority party. More equally 

distributed districts however will often have strongly contested primaries for both parties, 

followed by an equally difficult general election (Morris), and thus these campaigns are the more 

competitive variety of open seat races. 

 The absence of a strong element of incumbency in these competitive races translates into 

neither candidate usually having a strong preexisting element of name recognition, in essence it 

is a double challenger race. Such a dynamic lends support to the notion that the quantity of 

finance here is more important: the race is less of a referendum and more of a neutral battle, 

where voters tend to more genuinely compare the candidates based upon their strengths and 

weaknesses than decide if they still approve of their sitting Congressman. In such races, 

advertising dollars tend to be more effective. The 2006 races verify this notion; finance tends to 

matter more in open house races: there is a positive (albeit small) correlation between finance 

and victory when looking at the averages, but financial disadvantages can be still overcome in 

various situations by shrewd strategy, a judicious use of resources, and a bit of luck. 

 In 2006 there were 9 open seat House races that qualified as competitive by the 10% 

voting margin rule. The average winner spent $2,803,792, while the average loser in each contest 
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spent $2,119,245. While not drastic, this 28% difference is significant: clearly the better financed 

campaigns had a better chance of winning. These races are shown organized by the ultimate 

winner and the loser of each race in Figure 5: 

 
Figure 5: Competitive Open House Races in 2006 (“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Finance”): 

Race  Winners 
Winner 
Expenditures  Losers 

Loser 
Expenditures  Result 

FL‐13 
Vernon 
Buchanan[R]*  $8,112,752 Christine Jennings [D]  $3,165,617 

50‐50 
Buchanan 

IL‐6  Peter Roskam[R]*  $3,302,702 Tammy Duckworth [D]  $4,556,495  51‐49 Roskam  
MI‐7  Tim Walberg  [R]*  $1,225,137 Sharon Renier [D]  $55,794  51‐46 Walberg 

MN‐6 
Michelle 
Bachmann  [R]*  $2,553,746 Patty Wetterling [D]  $3,131,542 

50 ‐ 42 
Bachmann 

NE‐3  Adrian Smith  [R]*  $1,242,661 Scott Kleeb [D]  $975,392  55 ‐ 45 Smith 
NV‐2  Dean Heller  [R]*  $1,674,281 Jill Derby [D]  $1,594,051  51 ‐ 45 Heller 
NY‐24  Michael Arcuri [D]  $2,197,558 Raymond Meier  [R]*  $1,629,826  54 ‐ 45 Arcuri 
VT‐1  Peter Welch [D]  $1,737,958 Martha Rainville  [R]*  $1,132,968  53 ‐ 45 Welch 
WI‐8  Steven Kagen [D]  $3,187,330 John Gard  [R]*  $2,831,522  51 ‐ 49 Kagen 

 

Of these nine races, all were formerly Republican seats, but three of the nine were ultimately 

won by Democrats. Seven out of nine of the winners spent more than their defeated opponents, 

while the other two victors were outspent yet still managed to win. The race of Democrat 

Michael Arcuri verses Republican Raymond Meier is a typical example of a race where one 

candidate moderately outspent his opponent and prevailed. However, it is questionable if the 

money is really what made the difference. 

New York’s 24th Congressional District had previously been seen as a Republican 

stronghold, but with the retirement of eleven-term incumbent Sherwood Boehlert combined with 

the national distaste for Republicans in 2006 the race suddenly became competitive. Both 

candidates had previous political experience; Acuri had formerly been a District Attorney while 

Raymond Meier had been a State Senator for almost ten years (“Michael Arcuri”). Arcuri spent a 
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total of $2,197,558 for the campaign while Meier spent nearly $600,000 less at $1,629,826. 

Nevertheless, both had sufficient resources to run a full campaign. Even with the cash Meier had 

however, Arcuri managed to prevail by a shocking 9 point margin, a significant upset 

(“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Fiance”). 

Better organization combined with the disadvantageous national disposition were the root 

causes of Meier’s defeat. Arcuri had significant resources pouring in from state and federal 

levels; then popular New York Attorney General Elliot Spitzer was even appearing in his 

campaign ads. For the Republican side, Cayuga County GOP Chair Chery Heary remarked to the 

Washington Post that she hadn’t even heard from the State GOP Chairman in more than 5 

months, and that “the feeling you get is that you’re on your own” (Barrett). Clearly the lack of 

state support put Arcuri at an extreme disadvantage, making his defeat not as surprising as it 

might initially appear. 

Another example where the level of finance did not significantly seem to matter much is 

the race of Republican Peter Roskam versus Democrat and Iraq War Veteran Tammy 

Duckworth. Duckworth outspent Roskam by more than $1.2 million, $4,556,495 compared to 

$3,302,702 respectively (“CNN.com”, “Search Campaign Fiance”). Even with this cash 

advantage for Duckworth, Roskam prevailed by 2 points in the polls. While Duckworth may 

have trumped in financial resources, Roskam had some key other advantages: he was endorsed 

by the Teamsters labor union, a powerful organization that in recent decades almost exclusively 

backs Democratic candidates. Along with the endorsement of several other unions, and thus with 

the backing of part of organized labor, he was able to actually cut into a key Democratic 

constituency. In addition Roskam’s background as a State Senator helped the Roskam campaign 

portray an image of experience with government. The campaign managed to successfully 
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differentiated Duckworth’s lack of any political experience (which was seen as a negative for her 

candidacy) from her much more positive and beneficial status as a disabled veteran. Thus 

Roskam’s strategy and other resources, primarily endorsements and voter registration 

advantages, helped him overcome the financial disadvantage (“Illinois 6th…”). Additionally, 

both campaigns were ultimately able to saturate the media markets with their messages, and thus 

the additional million dollars for Duckworth’s campaign was mostly irrelevant. 

However, even with the rare cases like this, on average a positive correlation between 

finance and winning still exists among open seat races. But like incumbent races, this does not 

mean that the financial advantage caused the candidate to win. It is possible that there is some 

element of causation here - that the extra money is what caused the better financed competitive 

candidate to prevail. However, there is also a strong possibility that other attributes of the 

candidate and his campaign caused simultaneously both the greater level of finance and the 

greater number of votes. As stated previously, without experimentation this is hard to determine 

with certainty, but donors, especially those of the “investor” mentality, are more inclined to 

donate to a candidate that appears likely to win. Appearing to be a winner by having a strong 

candidate and organization thus, to some degree in every campaign, cause both electoral and 

financial success.  

In additional to a strong candidacy and organization, strategy is often a very important 

resource. In California’s 43rd Congressional District in 1992, Republican real estate developer 

Ken Calvert faced Democrat Mark Takano. Calvert won by a mere 519 votes, 88,987 (47%) to 

88,468 (46%). Including the primaries, Calvert outspent Takano almost 2 to 1, $506,000 to 

$271,000. However, Calvert had spent almost half of his money on his hotly contested primary, 

winning by only 2,800 votes, and thus Calvert and Takano had roughly equivalent finance for the 
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general election. Calvert made the risky decision to move $18,000 from advertising to instead be 

used to mail 40,000 absentee ballots to likely supporters – an attempt to increase voter turnout 

among his base instead of fighting more for the moderates in the middle. In the end, Calvert’s 

strategy paid off. Though he lost by 1,200 votes at the actual polls, he ended up winning after the 

absentee ballots gave him a 519 vote edge (Morris 205). 

Compared to incumbent races, there is a significant correlation between finance and 

success in competitive open seat races. However, as shown from the examples, this does not 

necessarily mean the financial advantage caused the extra votes, nor does it mean that a less-

funded candidate cannot sometimes prevail. Surely it is better to have more finance than less, 

but, without other resources such as a strong candidate and favorable issue stances, money alone 

will not win the race.  
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IX. Conclusion 

 In summary, American Congressional Campaigns are complex and, when there are two 

viable candidates, very competitive in nature. The campaigns contain numerous components and 

have access to a plethora of potential resources; successful candidates try to optimize the use of 

such resources to maximize their chances of winning. Overall, incumbents are generally favored 

by voters. Name recognition and sometimes direct familiarity with the incumbent cause most 

voters to be naturally more inclined, at least in the beginning of a race, to reelect their sitting 

Congressman. Donors of all persuasions, especially “investors”, greatly favor donating to 

winning campaigns. The effect of this is that a perceived winner’s chance of winning is 

amplified, and a perceived loser’s chance of losing is equally amplified, diminishing greatly the 

number of changeable House seats in each election. 

  Finance is an important element to any campaign, however once a campaign is perceived 

as competitive it becomes less relevant and clever strategy, a strong candidate, and a judicious 

use of all available resources becomes significantly more important. In 2006 for competitive 

incumbent races there is almost no correlation between finance and success, and for the 2006 

open seat races there is only a small such correlation. Even with a positive correlation between 

finance and success here, it is debatable if the finance really caused the victory, or if other 

elements of the campaign resulted in both the extra crash and the success. Without control and 

treatment group experimentation, it will always be difficult to know for certain the strength of 

the causation between the two elements. 

 The ideal campaign ultimately has everything; a strong candidate, favorable issues that 

both the base and the independents can agree with, a strong internal organization, a large 

volunteer group and all the money the campaign could possibly need for advertising and salaries. 
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While seldom do campaigns meet this ideal, the pessimistic notion that money alone matters is 

false. A congressional campaign needs, to some degree, at least all of these components. The key 

for any aspiring politician is, and always has been, having a strong message that resonates with 

the voters and donors, and being willing to sacrifice time, money and effort into giving it your all 

even when the odds are against you. To once again quote Congressman Kolbe, “You can have all 

the money in the world and still have a lousy candidate and campaign and lose.” 
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